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The wordplay in six clues has taken 5d to heart
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Across

1 Lagomorph's tali 

replaced by family of IA 

winner (6)

4 IA winner seen in parts 

of many Mexican towns -

strange! (8)

10 Cool exterior occuping 

heavyweight NH winner 

(7)

11 NH winner sat back, 

holding Honky Tonk 

Women? (7)

12 Too unequal society 

mostly disappears (4)

13 Italian painter's little 

biopic ruined after 

Magnum leaves (10)

15 Cheer up, being dead 

online? (5)

16 Heartless group begin 

to attack grandmother 

who won in NH (8)

20 Freak UV pulse 

engulfed Earth when he 

won NH (8)

23 Statement by Trump, 

probably in Georgia, has 

very loud echo (5)

25 Blog with cat ode 

confused NH winner (5,5)

27 IA winner almost 

broke hotel (4)

29 Article about hate 

speech at eastern home of 

Eisenhower (7)

30 In old space station, 

Huntsman wields large 

enchanted hammer (7)

31 Redding to write back 

before noon, keeping it in 

the family (8)

32 Abandon wasteland (6)

Down

1 Perhaps Schumer blows 

his top over an insect 

which won IA (8)

2 Check on Florida, say, 

and put it back (9)

3 Un-American character 

heading for upset in Iowa 

(4)

5 Uncommonly 

changeable - it's a cat 

running around (7)

6 Grabbed the controls 

and stole electricity (4,6)

7 Star putting truck on 

overhead railway (5)

8 Type of rat that is a 

winner in IA and NH (6)

9 Bury cat in the center of 

Greenbank (6)

14 Leave people time to 

reach office (10)

17 Person perhaps from 

Colorado unable to speak 

without mouth opening 

(3)

18 Wealth is a disease 

needing a barrier around 

(9)

19 Power difficult to 

obtain without IA winner 

(8)

21 Old soldiers carry 

boiling oil and flowers (7)

22 What Dubya liked to 

change about soldier with 

medium size feet (6)

24 Murderer turned 

rapper who won in NH 

(which was great news for 

him!) (6)

26 Second-rate flaccid 

airship (5)

28 IA winner to act on 

the French (4)


